Solution Submission Process (Email)

In the event that you are unable to access a .mil network to register on the [TechSolutions site](#), you may alternatively submit your solution request via a .mil email address. **We accept submissions from any Sailor, Marine, or Science Advisor**, but can not accept submissions via commercial email applications (Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail, etc.)

Please provide the following information with as much details as possible, spelling out all acronyms.

1. What is your observation and/or problem?

2. What does the solution need to do?

3. Amplifying information or personal ideas to solve the problem.

4. How did you find out about TechSolutions?

5. Name

6. Email Address

7. Phone Number

8. Rank/Position

9. Organization

10. Command Science Advisor Name (Optional)

You will receive a notification when we have received your request, along with the status of your request after it has been reviewed.

Questions? Please call **(703) 696-0616** or email [ONR_TechSolutions@navy.mil](mailto:ONR_TechSolutions@navy.mil).

Thank you.